
 

University Supervisors’ Meeting Notes 
Tuesday, April 16, 2019 

     122 Taylor Education Bldg. 
Recorded by Mary Henderson 

 

Attendees: Elementary – Cindy Jong, Joni Meade, Pam Seales, Jonathan Thomas, Kim White; 
IECE – Kelly Sampson; KHP – Melody Noland; Middle School – Jeanette Groth, Margaret 
Rintamaa; Music – Martina Vasil; OCP – Mary Henderson; STEM – Lisa Amick, Brett Criswell;  
 
The meeting was called to order at 2:15 p.m. In Dr. Brennan’s absence, STEM-Science professor 
Brett Criswell moderated the meeting. Dr. Criswell has made presentations over the past couple of 
years encouraging other program faculty to make use of a teaching video library to develop 
“professional noticing” skills in our teacher candidates, with the ultimate goal of improving their 
instruction. At today’s meeting he took it to the next level by introducing guest speakers Dr. Martina 
Vasil (Music) and Joni Meade (Elementary) who talked about how their program areas have 
implemented video analysis in their field experience courses, highlighting benefits, drawbacks, and 
areas of improvement for implementing this approach. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Dr. Brett Criswell (Secondary Science)  
“Helping Teacher Candidates See from Different Perspectives” 

• In the face of decreasing empathy levels in society, Dr. Criswell implores others to look at 
the world through different lenses, to use different perspectives. 

• He invited speakers Martina Vasil and Joni Meade to present their experiences with  
implementing professional noticing activities in field placement courses as a testament that 
it provides noticeable results and an inspiration to other program faculty that they, too, can 
do this! 
  

PRESENTER #1 
Dr. Martina Vasil (Music) 

• Dr. Vasil assigns professional noticing activities to students in her General Music Methods 
course of 25-32 students. This is the first course in which the students write lesson plans. 

• First students view others teaching, then recordings of themselves teaching, and then they 
write reflections and score their performance with the same rubric that Dr. Vasil uses to 
score their videos. 

• Viewing others 
o Videos selected by Dr. Vasil to demonstrate particular teaching methods 

(Dalcroze Eurhythmics, Kodaly example--prepare, present, practice)  
o Answering specific questions about the video. 

• Recording and viewing themselves 
o The students can conduct their lesson either at Clays Mill Elem., or at a 

Montessori school, where the teachers use endorsed methodologies. 
o Students co-teach in teams of two to four for 10-40 minutes. 
o Dr. Vasil is at the school when the lesson occurs, and she writes feedback 

as she watches. 
• Writing reflections 

o She gives them a sample format to provide guidance and facilitate grading. 
o She has to emphasize that they reference very specific examples. 

• Scoring with a rubric based on the course text 
o When students score the two sample videos, the assignment Is not graded 

on points; only for the third assignment where students rate themselves. 
o Dr. Vasil and the students use the same rubric when scoring student videos 
o Scaffolding is worth more points than other categories 

• This is the main preparation the students have for student teaching. 
• Dr. Vasil conceded that it may be beneficial for the students to view a wider variety of 

videos. 



PRESENTER #2 
Ms. Joni Meade (Elementary) 

• Though they do conduct video analysis earlier in the program, the Elementary program 
students complete their Professional Noticing assignment during student teaching. 

• Cooperating teachers record the student teachers while coaching into the 
microphone. 

• The ST chooses a 45-second segment--a “critical incident” in which they 
attend/interpret/decide.  

o A critical incident is “an event that made you stop and think, or that raised 
questions…about beliefs, values, attitudes, or behaviors” for the student and 
which “in some way has had a significant impact on your personal and 
professional learning”. 

• During their first viewing they analyze their teaching. During the second viewing they 
analyze their students’ learning. 

• Joni gives specific questions and asks students to provide evidence, noting things 
they saw on the video that they didn’t notice during the real-time lesson. 

• Students typically grumble at recording and reviewing themselves, but once they 
reflect with their cohort, they see a benefit. 

• The biggest benefit Joni has seen is that, as students view the videos and discuss them 
together, they see common challenges and confer, offering each other support and 
suggestions (“That’s happened to me before. Did you try _____?”)   

• It also helped them see from different perspectives and made their reflections more 
authentic than when they were watching videos of a stranger. 

• Next steps: The Elementary program plans to backmap the assignment onto practicum 
courses to develop analysis skills before students arrive at student teaching. 

• Areas for improvement: Additional tech support needed to easily share videos. 
 
GROUPTHINK 

• Dr. Groth suggested targeting specific things to watch for in each video instead of getting 
them to notice EVERYTHING in all videos. She also mentioned that students have a hard 
time seeing themselves as teachers instead of students. 

• Dr. Rintamaa pairs a rubric with a set of explicit guided questions, which yields better 
reflections. She also has students share the video clips with their classroom teachers and 
reflect together about it. Like the Elementary program, she builds time into seminar for STs 
to talk and share about their videos. 

• Dr. Thomas has noticed that students tend to focus on the bigger picture of classroom 
management. 

 
CONCLUSION – Dr. Criswell 

• Decide on action steps for college-wide implementation 
• Seek tech support from the college as well as legal counsel on confidentiality. 
• Create a video library with exemplary videos of students teaching to show our students they 

can do this! 
• Come up with best practices for facilitating noticing and reflection. 
• How can we bring Fayette County Schools into this? 

 
UPCOMING EVENTS 

• Fall University Supervisor Orientation: Monday, August 12, 2019 at 9:00 a.m.  
• Fall Student Teacher Orientation: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. 
• Professional Seminar for Teacher Candidates 

o TENTATIVE -- Friday, 11/15/19, 7:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. at UK Student Center 
o F19 and Sp20 student teachers are strongly encouraged to attend, along with PFCs. 

 
The meeting concluded at 3: 01 p.m.  


